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The information on this website is not intended to replace a one-on-one relationship with
a qualified health care professional and is not intended as medical advice. I am not a
medical doctor nor a psychologist. I am just a regular guy who lives with my family. For
more info please read the "Disclaimer" tab.Mind Over Magick is a "magical spellbook"
collection manga by Mine Yoshizaki. It was originally serialized in Futabasha's Comique
magazine from 1992 to 2001, and collected into eleven tankōbon between 1994 and
1998. Its chapters alternate between "real-time" action-based stories and "historical"
stories told by the characters of the spellbook. A spin-off original video animation (OVA)
series Mind Over Magick: The Ultimate Successor, directed by Yoshiyuki Tomino, was
made in 1996, with a run of five episodes. Plot The storyline of the original Mind Over
Magick revolves around The Rune Emperor, a book of magical spells created by a man
known as the Al Hazr. The Al Hazr created this book in order to find a way to control the
Void; however, he abandoned this book somewhere in the past, and it was stolen by an
evil man called Evilspell. Evilspell's goal is to reach the Void and absorb its powers, an
event known as Void-Search. Evilspell, unaware of the fact that he is actually trapped in
the Void, seeks out the Al Hazr's book and tries to use it for his own evil purposes. The
storyline of the Mind Over Magick series proper begins when Evilspell takes control of
the book. After he is defeated by the heroes of the spellbook and a very courageous
young man called the "Sword Saint", Evilspell takes control of the void once again and
tries to obtain the power of an ultimate weapon known as "Magic Destruction Sword". He
calls upon the power of the Void in order to seal the heroes in a mysterious Magick
Mirror, thus trapping them in a type of Purgatory. It is said that only the Sword Saint's
uncle Mr. Taneu can free the hero's souls and hopefully prevent them from becoming
victims of the Void. The main characters of the spellbook also vow to find the magic
mirror and destroy it, which might thus allow them to return to the world from which
they came. The characters of the spellbook also come across the city of Maharsh, a city
which holds the key to the magic 3da54e8ca3
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